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Discover the magic hidden inside you! Stevenâ€™s mother, Rose Quartz, was a member of the

powerful Crystal Gems. She passed along some of her magic to her son when he was born, but

because his father is an ordinary human, Steven has trouble accessing his magical abilities. Help

Steven discover his powersâ€”and learn about some of your own hidden strengthsâ€”in this colorful

journal and activity book!
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I initially didn't intend to review this, because it's not a book with real content, but I figured I might as

well since I did read it and have an opinion on it.I probably would have liked the idea of this book if

I'd been a kid who was into the show. I always really enjoyed prompted activity journal things, and

this book gives you the opportunity to list opinions and draw creative little replies to the prompts. But

I think some of the prompts are kind of unrealistic, and I'm not sure how many kids are, say, going

to tape photographs into this book, write songs about overheard phrases from their lives, or go on a

full-blown day-long scavenger hunt to find some of the difficult items on a list.That said, I think this

was the first tie-in book that established fonts and colors for each of the main characters, and those

standards were later used in additional materials that tied into the show. Steven has a cute



child-print font in pink talk bubbles. Garnet's got the bold, blocky print with red bubbles, Amethyst's

got the messy writing with flair in purple bubbles, and Pearl's got practical, thin text in blue-green

bubbles. I like the consistency, and the cute art of the characters commenting on your hypothetical

input.None of the art for this book appears to be newly created for it; it's all screenshots from the

show, and that's a little disappointing, but it's to be expected. And it does have consistency for the

characters' outfits; Pearl's is always post-regeneration, and Amethyst and Garnet are

pre-regeneration (even though the book was released well after Garnet and Amethyst had

reformed).
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